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BATHROOM

DON’T MISS A BEAT
DISCO SHOWER ADDS ELEMENT OF FUN
Janita Singh

THE shower has evolved from being a
necessary daily ritual to an emotional
experience where the user wants to walk out
feeling renewed and refreshed.
But there’s more. Fun has been added to
the experience, courtesy of the new rain
head by iB Rubinetterie.
Called Aquabeat, but more affectionately
known as the disco shower, it’s a ceiling-installed multifunction showerhead that
comes with theatrical chromotherapy,
otherwise known as rainbow lights.
And it’s all about lights, water, action, according to Ari Zorlu, of Paco Jaanson, the
distributor.
Zorlu says chromotherapy is often described as alternative medicine. “It is an
added value to the user’s inner predisposition to pamper or energise themselves,’’
Zorlu says.
Aquabeat achieves this by using coloured
lights, which have been carefully selected
from different colour pallets, that users can
choose to reflect their different moods.
“Whether you are looking to become energised for the day or wind down for sleep, Aquabeat can do this,’’ Zorlu says.
He says the shower’s Italian designers,
Andrea and Davide Bregoli, wanted a fresh,
new approach to modern bathware.
“Showers are being designed with multiple settings so users are able to personify
their experience … it’s about catering for the
need of everyone in the house and tailoring
to their own emotional state.”
A waterproof remote-control gives the

It’s lights, water, action with the Aquabeat.

user total control, whether it’s relaxing in a
full body rain shower, enjoying the choice of
rainbow colours or relish in the double waterfall for a therapeutic experience.
“With a customisable shower experience,
the bathroom will soon become the most
desired room in the house,” Zorlu says.
The Aquabeat is available in four versions
and three sizes.
The biggest is almost 1m by 60cm and
includes five different shower functions.
Priced from $3300, details at
pacojaanson.com.au
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